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Ask the speakers questions throughout this 
webinar using the Q&A function -- in your 
GoToWebinar Control Panel, type in any 
questions you have for the speaker in the 
Questions box under the Questions tab. 



Driving Core and Innovation Sales Through Void 
Identification



Speakers

S Julie Brousseau, Sales Operations Specialist Manager, Access Strategies

S Mike Farrah, Client Relationship Director, Management Science Associates 
(MSA)

S Scott Hill, VP of  C-store Wholesale Sales, Jack Link Protein Snacks



Webinar Outline

S Intro of  Speakers

S Frame up the Webinar

S Intro of  Books

S Initial Item Placement

S Tracking Gross 
Distribution Point (GDP’s)

S Continued Optimization

S Impact

S What did we learn

S What is next



Driving Core & Innovation 
Sales thru Voids

How using data can help identify where to launch new 
products, monitor and maintain distribution, and ultimately 
grow sales of  any item. The webinar will also cover the 
importance of  planning, process and follow-through, and how 
those things can translate to success. 



Suggested Reads



Our business is shifting

The number of firms that have 4 or more stores has decreased by 28% over the past 11 years, but 19 PPTs of the 
28% decline has occurred in the past four years, indicating that the rate of decline/consolidation has accelerated.



When I first started with Jack Link’s in 2000, on my desk 
was a stack 3 feet high of  store checks our team had sent 
in…

I am like what is this suppose to be, that was the start of  my 
monitoring change



Independent Store Call



Beyond geography, data can help prioritize which stores to call on and answer these questions 
before you get to the store:

S Are they on your program?

S What is their compliance like?

S Are they buying the right items?

S Are they buying your innovation items?

S How are they performing in your categories?

S How are they performing with your products vs. the category or the market?

Independent Store Call



Data can help you identify where to place these new items.

S Are the items authorized?

S How have they adopted new launches in the past?

S Do they continue to purchase after that initial load?

S What do their re-order rates look like? 6 New Item Placement

Initial New Item Placement



Initial 6 New Item Placement

Maybe…Got a Win?Distribution 
went out



We are good to go Right?



Oct 2018 – 18 stores No re-orders



Nov 2018 – Store Visits Made
Learned that 3 stores should not have this product.



2019 March – Cold Crafted Ships
Gone from a low of 13 to high of  28 to an avg of 20 50% increase in store count



2019 Sept Cold Crafted Ships
Our Journey has take 18 months and we have gone from a losing an innovation launch to a successful albeit choppy an 

average of  43.75% increase in monthly per store sales



Continued Optimization
With data and time we know

1. 28 is the universe for this chain.

2. 21 Stores are up and running

3. Therefore, we can work with the account to solve for 7 stores vs 31.

4. Cutting down our retail efforts by 77.5%

5. Or you could just keep visiting 31 stores if  you maybe feel like

6. Or wonder why things just didn’t work out

7. Or you can know what, when, and where things are happening…





What did we learn and what is 
next

S What did we learn

1. With 153,000 stores; you need to be able to dig into the weeds.

2. Trust but verify; with data facts are your friends

S What is next:

1. Rebates Automated

2. Rebate Compliance

3. Broker Results

4. Territory Manager Results



Using Data to “Fix the Mix”
Data helps you to see the bigger picture of  where voids are.

With data you can establish your 
“Base” time period to understand 
store’s Core voids and to see where 
your future profits can be made. 

“Tracking” time period will measure 
your void fills success and future 
profits



Manager Market Overview



Measure Brokers Partners



Faster Turn on Rebates

Customer: YDist: X
Data= Faster turn around with Rebate’s

By creating your own velocity 
reports, you can help review 
compliance and keep you 
accounts up to date.



Checking Chain / Store Compliance

26

JL- SKU count-by store report will help you see store by store on compliance item level
• By Segment or By Size



System Highlights:

S Provides a comprehensive wholesale-to-retail view across distributor-covered channels

S Tracks distributor shipments to each retail outlet at the SKU and promotion level

S Data from potentially all products in your category that your distributor supplies

S Data from all stores to which the distributor delivers

S Data contains manufacturer’s and competitor’s items

S Data reported at distributor/SKU level by retail outlet;  can be aggregated to total store 

S Reveals opportunities to grow sales immediately

S Zero in on voids of key items for key retailers

S Find stores with high category sales but under-represented portfolio

6 New Item Placement

Data Benefits



S How large is my category?  Subcategories? Segments? How is the category trending? 

S What is my market share among enrolled distributors? How does it compare across channels?

S How are my products performing across my distributor set?

S What is my sales velocity; how quickly are my products turning at retail accounts/stores?

S Which brands/items are growing?  Product pack size?  Flavors? 

S Where are the growth opportunities?  Which retail accounts?  Which stores?  Am I stocked there?

6 New Item Placement

Other questions answered by data



InfoMetrics©

~50 Distributor 
Participants

60+ Warehouses

Retail Stores: 
110K+

180,000 SKUs

30+ NACS 
Categories

15 of  Top 21 
U.S. Wholesalers



Appendix



Guideline for creating checklists


